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User guidelines for logged in users
This user guidelines document is intended to provide information regarding the HELCOM MPA database and
to help HELCOM Contracting Parties (later referred to as “countries”) to update and enter information in the
database. Please note that the first public version of the HELCOM MPA database was published 30 October
2015, and there will still be minor changes to the database and its interface. These guidelines will be updated
when needed.

If you need help with using the database, please don’t hesitate to contact Janica Borg or Petra Kääriä at the
HELCOM Secretariat (contact information are displayed below). For urgent help, please call or use Skype. We
warmly welcome any feedback regarding the database.

Janica Borg
Project Coordinator (ECONET, HELCOM MPAs)
Tel: +358 40 662 0101; Email: janica.borg@helcom.fi;
Skype: helcom57

Petra Kääriä
Assisting Professional Secretary
Tel: +358 468509204, Email: petra.kaaria@helcom.fi;
Skype: helcom49

1. HELCOM MPA database
1.1 Where to find it?
The database is available athttp://mpas.helcom.fi/apex/f?p=103. The database is publicly available, but login
is required for editing the data. Each Contracting Party has been given unique login details which give access
to the database.

1.2 Data migration
Previously HELCOM MPA data was stored in the BSPA database1, and data was migrated from the BSPA
database to the HELCOM MPA database in spring 2015. The migration was done for all data fields possible,
but fields which did not exist in the BSPA database or which changed significantly with the modernization
were not migrated. During May to September 2015 the countries were asked to check all data in the new
database, and enter data where it was missing. The table below outlines the data fields which required special
attention from the countries.

Table 1. Overview of data fields requiring special attention during the data update from the countries.

1

Section

Data field

Changes and Migration

Required from
countries

General
Information

Selection criteria

Some of the Selection criteria changed during
the modernization, and definitions were added
to all of them. The Selection criteria which didn’t
change have been migrated from the old BSPA
database.

Please check Selection
criteria for all sites, taking
into account the added
definitions for the Selection
criteria.

BSPA is the previous acronym for coastal and marine Baltic Sea protected areas, nowadays known as HELCOM MPAs.
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National protection
status
Natura 2000 sites

Maps

Data provider
information
Shapefiles

Species

Species list for site

Biotopes

Does the species
justify the site
designation as an
MPA?
Performed
monitoring
Authorities
responsible for
monitoring
Biotopes list for site

Biotope
complexes

Management for
site
Pressures

Does the biotope
justify the site
designation as an
MPA?
Performed
monitoring
Authorities
responsible for
monitoring
Does the biotope
complex justify the
sites designation as
an MPA?
Performed
monitoring
Authorities
responsible for
monitoring
All fields
All fields
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New information

Please update for all sites.

This was partly migrated from the BSPA
database.
All fields linked to data provider information are
new.
Old shapefiles have been migrated, but do not
cover management plan coverage.

Please check for all sites.

The species list has changed due to the update,
and the species data was only partly migrated
from the BSPA database.
New feature in the HELCOM MPA database.

Please update for all sites.
Please check that the
shapefile is up to date, and
provide a separate shapefile
for the management plan
coverage if it differs from the
MPA area.
Please update for all sites.

Please update for all sites.

New feature in the HELCOM MPA database.

Please update for all sites.

New feature in the HELCOM MPA database.

Please update for all sites.

The biotopes list has been updated to HUB
biotopes.
New feature in the HELCOM MPA database.

Please update for all sites.

New feature in the HELCOM MPA database.

Please update for all sites.

New feature in the HELCOM MPA database.

Please update for all sites.

New feature in the HELCOM MPA database.

Please update for all sites.

New feature in the HELCOM MPA database.

Please update for all sites.

New feature in the HELCOM MPA database.

Please update for all sites.

The whole section has been revised and only
status was migrated from the old BSPA database.
The whole section has been revised and only
status was migrated from the old BSPA database.

Please update the whole
section for all sites.
Please update the whole
section for all sites.

Please update for all sites.

1.3 Shapefiles for MPAs
Shapefiles will be used to display the HELCOM MPAs in the map view, but also to provide certain information
directly to the database. This information includes subbasin, location and coverage of the sites, as well as
MPA size, MPA marine and terrestrial size, and size of territorial water and exclusive economic zone of the
MPA. Countries do not need to report this information separately. Therefore it is of outmost importance
that all shapefiles are up to date.
If the shapefiles need updating, please send new shapefiles to janica.borg@helcom.fi and the Secretariat will
upload the updated shapefiles to the database.
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1.3.3 Shapefiles for management plans
One management plan does not always cover the whole HELCOM MPA. Some MPAs have several
management plans, and they may overlap each other. The area covered by the management plans will also
be displayed on maps in the database. Please note that countires are requested to provide shapefiles in
two of the three cases described below:
Coverage of management plans

Requirements from Contracting Parties

If the MPA has one management plan which covers the whole
area
If the MPA has one management plan which doesn’t cover
the whole area of the MPA
If the MPA has several management plans which cover
different parts of the MPA or overlap with each other

No need to send additional shapefiles to the Secretariat
Please send a shapefile for the management plan to the
Secretariat.
Please send shapefiles for each management plan to the
Secretariat and indicate the management plan names for the
different shapefiles.
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2. Get started
Login to the database at http://mpas.helcom.fi/apex/f?p=103 using the country specific login details. It is
possible to login from several different computers at the same time with the same login details, as long as
you are working on different HELCOM MPAs.

After logging in you will land on the Home page of the database. The tabs on the top of the page allow you
to view all information under different subtopics. To view the site specific information, please choose the
Sites tab.
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This page displays all existing HELCOM MPAs (later called sites) and gives and overview of the most central
information of the sites. The sites are by default organized by country and site name.

In the Sites view you can filter the sites according to the given headings, for example per MPA size,
subbasin or country. For example if you want to see all Estonian sites click on Country and choose Estonia
from the drop down list.

You can remove your filter by clicking on the remove filter symbol circled in the image above.
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3. View an existing site
Find the site in the Sites view as described above (use filters to limit your search). Click on the site name to
go to the site page (here: Vilsandi in Estonia). It opens up like this:

The site specific information is divided under eight sections: General information, Map, Species, Biotopes,
Biotope complexes, Management (including Regulated activities), Pressures and Data provider information.
Use the arrow before the section names to expand each section and view the information.
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4. Edit an existing site
4.1 Editing General information
In the site specific view described above, use the Edit site button to edit the General information of the site.
Editing is limited to the corresponding country login (i.e. Estonia can only edit Estonian sites).

This takes you to the editing view of the current site:
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In this view you can edit the information for the current site (not all fields are shown in the image above).
Fields marked with an asterisk are obligatory. Click on the data field names to open up the information boxes
containing more information on the required data.

4.1.1 Creating correct URL links (web links)
The data fields OSPAR area link, Important Biodiversity and Bird Area link, WDPA link, Ramsar area link and
Natura 2000 sites require the code and the URL link for the mentioned site. For many sites these have already
been created. To create the link go to the address given in the corresponding information box:

Search for the site by name (name might differ a little). When you find the right site, got to its WDPA page.
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Copy the WDPA ID number into the corresponding field in the HELCOM MPA database. Copy the address
from the address bar into the WDPA link field in the HELCOM MPA database. The correct link will be created
when the changes are applied (in the next step).

When you are have edited all information click Apply changes in the top right corner. If you want to return
without making any changes to the data, use the Cancel button.
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Please note that the following data fields under General information will be provided by the HELCOM
Secretariat based on the shapefiles sent by the countries: subbasin, location, coverage, MPA size, MPA
marine and terrestrial size and MPA territorial waters and exclusive economic zone. These cannot be edited
with the country passwords. If you wish to change this information, please send an updated shapefile to the
HELCOM Secretariat (janica.borg@helcom.fi).
The information for HELCOM MPA status will be automatically generated by the database based on
information provided in the management section (please see Editing Management of site for more
information).

4.1.2 Editing Selection criteria, National protection status and Natura 2000 information
Please note that the information for Selection criteria, National protection status and Natura 2000 sites is
edited via separate links on the top of the page. These sections are mandatory so remember to edit them.

To edit Selection criteria or National protection status, click on the corresponding link and follow the
instructions given on top of the page. Use the Create button in the top right corner to accept the edits in the
list and the Back button to return without making any changes.

To edit the Natura 2000 information for the site, click on the corresponding link in top right corner of the
page. This takes you to the view where you can report Natura 2000 areas which overlap with the current
HELCOM MPA.
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To start reporting, click Add row in the lower right corner and follow the instructions on the bottom of the
page. Be sure to copy the URL address of the correct Natura 2000 data form. For instructions on how to
create a URL web link, please see the previous section Creating correct URL links (web links).

Use the Add row button to report further Natura 2000 areas for the same site.
Use the Submit button in the top right corner to update the Natura 2000 information to the General
information view. Use the Delete selected rows to delete unwanted Natura 2000 areas and the Back button
to return without making any changes.

4.3 Map
The area of the site will be shown on the map based on the shapefile provided by the countries. If shapefiles
need updating countries shall send the latest version of the shapefile to the Secretariat
(janica.borg@helcom.fi), and the Secretariat will add the shapefiles to the database.
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4.4 Adding or editing species
To view the Species listed for the site please use the arrow symbol before the section name to expand the
section. This shows you a list of all species reported for the current site.

4.4.1 Adding species
To add further species to the list use the Create or edit species for the site button to the right of the species
section (see previous image). This takes you to the species creating page. The species are grouped into the
following groups: Birds, Fish and lamprey species, Invertebrates, Macrophytes, Mammals, Amphibians and
Reptiles. Please follow the instructions on top of the page to choose the species you wish to report for the
site. You can choose multiple species at the same time. When you are done use the Create button to update
your choices to the Species list.
Please note! After adding your species to the list remember to edit the details for the species (a box appears
to tell you this). Please use the Edit button in the top right corner to go to the editing mode.
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4.4.2 Editing or deleting existing species
To edit or delete species already on the list use the edit symbol in the beginning of the row before each
species. This takes you to the editing page for a single species.

Here you can edit the information for the chosen species. Use Apply changes to update the information,
Back to go back without accepting the changes, and Delete to entirely delete this species from the list.

4.5 Adding or editing biotopes
To view the Biotopes listed for the site please use the arrow symbol before the section name to expand the
section. This shows you a list of all biotopes reported for the current site.
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4.5.1 Adding biotopes
To add further biotopes to the list use the Create or edit biotopes for the site button to the right of the
biotopes section (see previous image). This takes you to the biotopes creating page. Biotopes are listed
according to the biotope code with HELCOM Coastal and terrestrial biotopes and Brackish and coastal fresh
water biotopes (HELCOM 1998) first and HELCOM HUB biotopes (2013) after that. Please follow the
instructions on top of the page to choose the biotopes you wish to report for the site. You can choose multiple
biotopes at the same time. When you are done use the Create button to update your choices to the Biotopes
list.
Please note! After adding your biotopes to the list remember to edit the details for the biotopes (a box
appears to tell you this). Please use the Edit button in the top right corner to go to the editing mode.

4.5.1.1 Adding HUB level 6 biotopes
Biotopes shall be reported on HELCOM HUB level 5 as given in the list. Some biotopes, which do not have
level 5 subbiotopes are reported on their end level (for example HUB level 3 for AA.D Baltic photic maërl
beds). It is also possible to report HUB biotopes on the most detailed level, which is the HUB level 6. This
level is optional and does not substitute the reporting on HUB level 5.
If you wish to report a HUB level 6 biotope, please start by choosing the parent biotope on HUB level 5 in the
list and using the Create button to create the biotope. After this you can use the L6 button (top right corner)
to view a list of all existing HUB level 6 subbiotopes to your created HUB level 5 biotopes. Choose the
appropriate biotopes from this list and create them to add them to the Biotopes list. Remember to edit the
details for all added biotopes.

In the picture above the HUB level 6 biotope AA.A1E1 can be chosen after the parent biotope AA.A1E has
first been created.
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4.5.2 Editing or deleting existing biotopes
To edit or delete biotopes already on the list use the edit symbol in the beginning of the row before each
species. This takes you to the editing page for a single biotope.

Here you can edit the information for the chosen biotope. Use Apply changes to update the information,
Back to go back without accepting the changes, and Delete to entirely delete this species from the list. Note
that any reported subbiotopes on HUB level 6 must be deleted before a parent biotope on HUB level 5 can
be deleted.

4.6 Adding or editing biotope complexes
To view the Biotope complex list for the site please use the arrow symbol before the section name to expand
the section. This shows you a list of all Biotope complexes reported for the current site.

4.6.1 Adding biotope complexes
To add further biotope complexes to the list use the Add biotope complexes to the site button to the right of
the biotope complexes section (see previous image). This takes you to the biotope complexes creating page.
Please follow the instructions on top of the page to choose the biotope complexes you wish to report for the
16
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site. You can choose multiple biotope complexes at the same time. When you are done use the Create button
to update your choices to the Biotope complexes list.
Please note! After adding your biotope complexes to the list remember to edit the details for the biotope
complexes (a box appears to tell you this). Please use the Edit button in the top right corner to go to the
editing mode.

Insert the information in the edit mode for each biotope complex. Use the “Submit” button to submit your
information or the “Back” button to go back without accepting the changes. The “Delete selected rows”
button allows you to delete biotope complexes.

4.6.2 Editing or deleting existing biotope complexes
To edit or delete biotope complexes already on the list use the edit symbol in the beginning of the row before
each biotope complex. This takes you to the editing page for a single biotope complex.
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Here you can edit the information for the chosen biotope complex. Use Apply changes to update the
information, Cancel to go back without accepting the changes, and Delete to entirely delete this biotope
complex from the list.

4.7 Editing management information
Use the arrow symbol to expand the section Management of site. A HELCOM MPA can have three different
statuses for a management plan: no plan, plan in development or implemented plan. The information will be
entered accordingly.

4.7.1 If the site does not have a management plan
Please do not report anything. The text below will be shown in the database:

Note however that the HELCOM Recommendation 35/1 on Coastal and marine Baltic Sea Protected Areas
the HELCOM MPAs recommends to establish management plan or measures for every new MPA within five
years of its establishment.

4.7.2 If the sites management plan is being developed
Please use the Create new management plan for this site button to access the edit mode:
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Please enter information into the data fields as instructed by the information boxes linked to each data
field. The correct management plan status is in this case In development. Use the Create in the top right
corner to update the entered data. If you want to return without making any changes to the data, use the
Back button.

4.7.3 If the site has a management plan in force
Please use the Create new management plan for this site button as described in point 2 to access the edit
mode and enter information into the data fields as instructed by the information boxes linked to each data
field. The correct management plan status is in this case Implemented. Click Create in the top right corner to
update the entered data. If you want to return without making any changes to the data, use the Back button
(see image above).

4.7.4 Creating regulated activities of a management plan
After creating a management plan (points 2 and 3), the Regulated activities table (in the picture below) will
appear below the management plan table. Add row to report an activity, select the activity from the
dropdown list, edit the details regarding the activity (Regulated activity, Regulation type, Regulation
frequency, Regulation effectively enforced, Regulation specifically related to the following biotope complexes)
and click Apply changes.

After applying changes you will be able to see the reported regulated activities as in the picture below. Please
note that further information is available under the Guidance heading.
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By clicking the link Edit under the heading Biotope complexes (see picture above) you can add biotope
complexes that are related to the specific regulation. Select biotope complexes for the regulated activity in
the box on the left (see picture below) and use the arrows to move them to the box on the right. Then Save
your changes and you will be directed to the previous page.

4.7.5 Editing and viewing regulated activities of a management plan
Click on the Edit
button on the left side of a management plan to edit the information within the
management plan. Click Add Row and select an activity from the dropdown list, select it by clicking on a box
on the left and fill in the required fields (Regulation, Frequency of regulation and Regulation effectively
enforced). To add more activities, add another row.

To delete an activity, select the activity to be deleted by checking a box on the left side of the name of the
activity and click Delete Checked.

To view the reported regulated activites open the section Management of site and within a management
plan click the link view under Regulated activities (fourth column in the table, see picture below).
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4.7.6 If you want to edit or delete an already existing management plan
When you want to edit the information for a management plan which has already been reported to the
current site, please use the edit symbol to the left of the management plan name.

This takes you to the edit view which has the same data fields as the create view. The difference is the action
buttons on the top right corner: Apply changes updates any changes made to the fields, Delete deletes the
entire management plan and Cancel takes you back without changing any information.

Please note that more information regarding each heading appears by clicking on the header link, e.g. by
clicking on Management plan name this information box appears:

4.7.7 Adding several management plans to one site
One HELCOM MPA can have several management plans, and they can overlap each other. In the HELCOM
MPA database we ask you to report each management plan separately. When a site has several management
plans it is important to distinguish which areas they cover. Therefore we ask you to provide shapefiles for
each management plan to the Secretariat (janica.borg@helcom.fi), indicating the management plan names
within the file names. Each management plan will be shown on its own row in the HELCOM MPA database
(see picture below). Remember to add Regulated activities under each management plan!
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The status of the HELCOM MPA in the General information section (see 4.1) will be produced by the database
depending on the reported management plan status:
Management plan(s)
No management plan
Management plan in development
Several management plans of which one is
implemented
One or several management plans implemented

HELCOM MPA status
Designated
Designated
Designated and partly managed
Designated and managed

4.8 Adding Pressures
Use the arrow symbol to expand the section Pressures on site. Click Create or Edit to add pressures affecting
the site.

Click Add row to report a pressure.

Select a pressure from the drop-down list, fill in the details regarding the pressure (Location, Intensity,
Timing). Add more pressures by clicking Add row and finally click Apply changes.
Delete pressures by selecting the box on the left side of the SiteID number and click Delete. You can select
all pressures by cliking on the box next to the SiteID header.
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After applying changes you will be directed to the site in the picture below and you can view the reported
pressures again by opening the Pressures on site section (arrow symbol).

Please note that further information can be found under the “Guidance” heading.
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